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Abstract 

 

The laser texturing of high bandgap ceramic materials, such as Yttrium Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ), is 

very challenging due to their structural complexity, their mechanical fragility as well as the risk of a 

chemical decomposition under laser irradiation. The objective of this paper is to fabricate, in a controlled 

manner, well-organized nanostructures on microscale undulating YSZ coatings, and thus evaluate the 

feasibility to form laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS), via two experimental approaches: 

the first one consists in laser structuring of YSZ through a mediated thin film (gadolinium doped ceria ~ 

700 nm or Au ~20 nm), while the second one involves the direct structuring of the YSZ surface under 

static and scanning modes. A picosecond Nd: YAG laser (355 nm, 40 ps, 10 Hz) with a relatively large 

laser beam spot (~550 μm) was used. In the GDC and Au mediated texturing of YSZ under static 

conditions, we have observed nano-squares (~250 nm) and typical LIPSS perpendicular to the laser beam 

polarization, respectively. In the case of laser irradiation of the bare YSZ surface for fluences higher than 

310 ± 10 mJ/cm2, LSFL and HSFL structures were formed depending on the number of pulses (from 102 

to 103). The average spatial period measured for the thus-obtained HSFL is about 136 nm with an 

amplitude of 40 nm, as determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and Atomic Force 

Microscope (AFM). We have also demonstrated the ability to reproduce LIPSS on YSZ under scanning 

mode. A "darkening" phenomenon was observed on the YSZ surface at laser fluences exceeding 600 

mJ/cm2, resulting from the formation of micro-spikes (with sizes close to 1 µm). XRD measurements 

demonstrated a slightly lower crystallinity of the laser irradiated YSZ material compared to the untreated 

YSZ surface.  

 
 

Keywords: Yttrium-stabilized zirconia; picosecond laser beam; Nano-structuring; LIPSS; Laser 

darkening. 
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1. Introduction 

Ceramic oxide materials have several attractive properties such as good thermal resistance, high 

hardness values in addition to being, in many instances, chemically stable and biocompatible [1]. They 

have been used in the aerospace and automotive industries [2,3], as well as in the biomedical field [4,5]. 

Among such ceramics is the complex oxide yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) which is currently used as 

an electrolyte in solid oxide electrochemical cells (SOEC) for hydrogen production through high 

temperature electrolysis processes [6-8]. For such applications, it is beneficial to increase the exchange 

surface area of the electrolyte /electrode interface. This can be done through the nano/micro-structuring 

of the surface of the YSZ electrolyte. Texturing of ceramic surfaces can be achieved through plasma 

etching [9] Computer Numerical Control (CNC) micromachining [10], or laser-based processes, such as 

thermal ablation and Direct Laser Interference Patterning (DLIP). One alternative laser-based approach 

is irradiation of the sample’s surface slightly below the laser ablation threshold to form Laser Induced 

Periodic Structures (LIPSS) [11]. Such structures can be formed on different types of materials in a 

controlled manner and, under appropriate conditions, at nanoscale dimensions. As far as wide band-gap 

dielectric materials are concerned, it has indeed recently been shown that sub-picosecond laser beams 

could be used to obtain nanoscale LIPSS with periods depending on the wavelength “λ” of the laser 

beam. Dufft et al [12] detected on zinc oxide (ZnO) two types of LIPSS, Low Spatial Frequency (LSFL) 

LIPSS with a period Λ ≈ λ and High Spatial Frequency (HSFL) LIPSS with λ/2 < Λ < λ, by using a 

femto-second laser beam at 800 nm with laser fluence values ranging from 0.7 to 0.8 J/cm2 (for LSFL) 

and from 0.5 to 0.7 J/cm2 (for HSFL). On the other hand, Bashir et al [13] obtained HSFL structures, 

having a period of 70 nm on the surface of calcium fluoride (CaF2, a wide band-gap dielectric), by 

irradiation with a femto-second laser beam at 800 nm with a fluence of 0.5 J/cm2, a value that is very 

close to the ablation threshold of CaF2. Furthermore, the LSFL structures  have been observed only on 

the metallic phase (Nb) of the composite alumina-zirconia-niobium Al2O3 - ZrO2 - Nb (78.3 - 1.7 - 20 

vol%), by means of a femto-second laser at 1025 nm [14], with a laser fluence of 0.4 J/cm2, which exceeds 

the ablation threshold of niobium (0.19 J/cm2) [15], while no chemical and morphological changes were 

detected on the surface of the ceramic material, since 0.4 J/cm2 is well below the ablation threshold of 

Al2O3 (Fth = 5.62 J/cm2) [16] , keeping in mind that the band-gap of Al2O3 is 7 eV [16].  

Unlike metals and commonly used semiconductors, the absorption of a UV picosecond laser 

beam (355 nm) by wide bandgap materials, such as yttria-stabilized zirconia “YSZ” (Egap = 5,8 eV) 

[16], is less efficient compared to the femtosecond case, due to the transparent nature of the material and 

the limited multiphoton ionization and tunneling phenomena [17] at typical picosecond laser intensities 

(~109 W/cm2). Thus, higher laser intensities are needed to work near the ablation threshold to induce 

LIPSS formation but simultaneously this would lead to enhanced damage formation in such fragile 

ceramic materials, and thus subsequently reduces the process window. To circumvent such limitations, 

it has been shown that the deposition of a thin metallic film on the substrate surface prior to laser 

structuring was beneficial either for lowering the threshold of LIPSS formation on dielectrics and 

semiconductors or to directly structuring the irradiated thin films by ultrashort beams [18-27]. For 

example, Liu et al [28] have achieved HSFL fine structures (period ~100 nm) on the surface of ZnO 

assisted by aluminum film after femtosecond laser processing at 800 nm and 120 fs. The ablation 

threshold Fth was decreased by about 54%, compared to the uncoated pristine sample of ZnO. Clemens 

et al [29] showed the generation of LIPSS on large areas of fused silica using a thin layer of gold and a 

femtosecond laser at 1025 nm with a pulse duration of 300 fs. The thin metal layer enhances the coupling 

of the laser beam with the underlying substrate through Surface Plasmons Polaritons (SPP) waves. As 

widely discussed in both theoretical and experimental works [30,31], the interference of the latter with 
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the incident laser beam initiates LIPSS formation.   

In the context of SOEC optimization, we previously investigated the laser texturing of a Gadolinium 

Doped Ceria (GDC) thin layer on the YSZ to enhance electrode surface area [32]. The GDC layer was 

introduced as a diffusion barrier layer to inhibit the formation of undesired oxide phases that may be 

detrimental to the cell’s performance [33] In that work [32], a UV picosecond beam was utilized and 

LIPSS pattern on GDC were formed depending on laser dose (defined as the laser fluence times the 

number of pulses, FxN). It was also reported that, at high laser doses, ablation of the entire GDC film 

can take place leaving a textured YSZ substrate, in the form of nano-squared structures. Based on this 

finding, the present paper is dedicated to the investigation of the texturing of YSZ using the same UV 

laser beam under various configurations. First, we will consider the laser irradiation of the YSZ surface 

coated by the GDC layer, as is the case in a real SOEC. Then, we will investigate the effect of the presence 

of a metal coating, namely Au, on the laser irradiation of YSZ. Finally, we will compare the results of 

these experiments with the laser structuring of the bare YSZ surface under both static and scanning mode 

configurations. At last, we explore the effect of increasing the laser dose leading to the formation of nano 

and micro spikes.  

 

2. Experimental 

The YSZ substrates, (ZrO2)0.92 (Y2O3)0.08, provided by the ‘Commissariat de l’Energie Atomique’ 

(CEA), have thicknesses of about 8 μm and were deposited by screen-printing on a porous Ni-YSZ cermet, 

as shown in the Figure 1. This led to a somewhat undulating YSZ surface at the microscale (a few microns). 

Approximately 700 nm thick GDC thin films were deposited by pulsed direct current magnetron sputtering 

from a 4-inch diameter of Ce1-xGdx metal target onto the YSZ substrates. All deposition runs were 

performed at room temperature at a pressure of 1 Pa with 20 sccm Ar as sputtering gas, 2 sccm and O2 as a 

reactive gas. The as-deposited films were then annealed in air at 500 °C, a process that resulted in highly 

crystalline and stoichiometric layers (Ce1-xGdxO2). More details on the growth conditions and properties of 

the films have been presented elsewhere by Mickan et al [33]. On the other hand, the Au thin films have a 

thickness of ~20 nm and were deposited on YSZ by plasma sputtering from a 2-inch gold target at a pressure 

of 0.5 Pa with 20 sccm Ar as sputtering gas. 

 

 

Fig.1 Scanning Electron Microscope image showing the transverse section of the YSZ substrate. 
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All irradiation experiments were performed using a picosecond Nd: YAG laser operating at its third 

harmonic (λ = 355 nm) with a pulse duration of 40 ps and a repetition rate of 10 Hz [32],. The energy/pulse 

is modulated using an optical filter energy (Thorlabs UGC), and the laser Gaussian beam is focused to a 

550 µm diameter spot on the sample’s surface using a quartz lens with a focal length of 75 mm. The 

samples were irradiated in static mode (by accumulation of successive shots) or in scanning mode in 

ambient air as shown in Figure 2. In static mode, the total number of shots (N) irradiating the same area 

of the sample is controlled by synchronized beam chopper. In scanning mode, which is necessary for large 

area irradiation, the sample is mounted on a motorized and computer-controlled X, Y scanning stage. To 

irradiate the entire film surface, an S-shaped scanning pattern of the sample is realized via a LabVIEW 

interface. Using an automated scanning system (Newport-Conex CC scanner with an accessible speed 

ranging from 0.001 to 5 mm/s in the X, Y directions, with a translation path ΔY = 100 μm), the sample is 

moved along the X-axis at a speed Vx and displaced by a distance ΔY (perpendicular to the X-axis) at the 

end of the movement. 

 

 

Fig.2 Schematics of mediated (a) and direct (b) structuring approaches for YSZ material. 

 

For the present study, the laser fluence (F) and the pulse number (N) were  typically varied from 125 

to 375 mJ/cm2, and from 10 to 1000 shots, respectively. In instances where a higher laser dose was needed, 

F and N were increased to 625 mJ/cm2 and 20000, respectively. The values of Vx used in this work were 

varied from 6 μm/s up to 100 µm/s. The surface morphology of the thin films before and after laser 

irradiation was examined using a Carl Zeiss SMT SUPRA 40 very high resolution field emission gun 

scanning electron microscope (SEM). The amplitude and periodicity of the LIPSS patterns were 

determined using a  atomic force microscope (AFM). AFM images were collected using a Bruker 

Dimension Icon in ScanAsyst air mode. The structural characterization were carried out by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) in the Bragg-Brentano  geometry using a Bruker D8 Discover system with Cu Kα 

radiation (0.15406 nm).  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

1. Thin film-mediated structuring of YSZ 

 In this section, we will first report on the laser structuring (in static mode) of the YSZ material coated 

with the GDC barrier layer, then compare these results with laser irradiation of YSZ coated with a thin 

20 nm Au film. Figure 3 shows SEM images of GDC/YSZ samples irradiated at different laser fluences 

and number of pulses. For low doses (F=125 ± 10 mJ/cm2, N=50, Fig. 3.a), the sample’s surface shows 

regularly arranged YSZ square shaped patterns or nano-squares (NS). These patterns are similar to the 

YSZ nano-squares observed at comparable laser doses reported in our previous work, where it was shown 

that this results from a complete ablation of the GDC film, as confirmed by Electron Dispersion X-Ray 
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(EDX) analyses [32]. These nanosquares are observed across the entire laser beam impact. Their size is 

close to the wavelength used at 355 nm, and their orientation is uniform within an YSZ grain but varies 

across grain boundaries. However, at higher laser doses (F = 310 ± 10 mJ/cm2, N = 1000, Fig. 3.b), and 

within a single impact of the Gaussian laser beam, two different regions (Figs. 3.b1 and 3.b2) can be 

distinguished corresponding to the formation of two types of nanostructures. In order to estimate the 

fluence values between the edges and the center of the laser pattern, we have used the following an 

exponential function:  F(d) = F0 e-(d/D), with F0: Peak fluence at the point center; d: Beam of the zone 

concerned; D: laser spot beam ≈ 550 µm. 

Figure 3.b1 shows NS on YSZ substrate at the edge of laser spot that corresponds to the low intensity 

regions of the Gaussian beam (FEdges = 150 mJ/cm2), in agreement with the low dose case presented in 

Fig. 3.a. 

  

 

Fig.3 SEM images showing the comparison of the indirect texturing of YSZ at F = 125 mJ/cm2 and N = 50 (a) and 

F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 1000 (b) laser energy dose. The green box (b1) corresponds to the edges (FEdges = 150 

mJ/cm2) and the red box (b2) corresponds to the center (FCenter ≈ 215 mJ/cm2) of laser spot presented in (b). 

 

At the center of the beam, periodic ripples are observed on the YSZ substrate with a spatial period close 

to 110±10 nm which is smaller than half the laser wavelength (λ/2). These ripples are thus identified as 

HSFL [16,34,35], oriented perpendicular to the E polarization of laser beam and are located at the center 

of laser spot i.e., in the regions where the laser energy/fluence is highest (FCenter = 215 mJ/cm2). 

 

 AFM analyses were also performed on the CDG/YSZ laser irradiated samples as presented in Figure 4, 

for the samples corresponding to those imaged in Fig. 3. Figure 4.a corresponds to the sample irradiated 

with a low dose (F = 125 mJ/cm2 and N = 50) and confirms the formation of nano-squared structures 

with typical side length of ~250 nm (in fair agreement with the SEM image, Fig. 3.a) with a depth 

amplitude varying between 20 and 40 nm. However, if we compare their shapes with that obtained at 

high energy dose (Fig. 4.b, F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 1000), we can notice that the size of the latter is 
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somewhat smaller (220-230 nm) with a slightly greater depth amplitude of about 50 nm. At the higher 

dose, some re-deposition is observed at the surface appearing as dispersed white spots in Fig. 4.b. The 

effect observed at the higher laser dose could be explained by the injection of photonic energy in the 

CDG/YSZ system.  

 

 
 

Fig.4 AFM height images (size 2x2 µm2 size) show the topography of YSZ substrate after GDC ablation at low and 

high energy doses that’s correspond: (a) Fig.3-a at F = 125 mJ/cm2 and N = 50; (b) Fig.3-b1 and (c, d, e) Fig.3-b2 

for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 1000; (e) shows the evolution of the period and amplitude of HSFL structures generated 

along a measurement profile. 

Furthermore, Figure 4.c represents the AFM analysis of the periodic structures identified as HSFL in 

Fig.3.b2, which are formed in the center of the high fluence laser region within the laser spot (high laser 

dose conditions, F = 310 mJ/cm2, N=1000). A 3D view AFM image for this same irradiation condition 

is shown in Figure 4.d, which allows to visualize the profile of these ripples, a plot of which is presented 

Figure 4.e. This latter figure shows that the average spatial period of the LIPSS is about 130 nm, close 

to the third of the laser wavelength (λ/3), in agreement with the SEM image presented in Figure 3.b2, 
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and an amplitude varying between 50 and 60 nm.  

The NS that appear on the YSZ surface after the complete ablation of GDC, can be a result of surface 

micro-cracking or fragmentation. It is generally accepted that these types of morphologies occur because 

of thermo-elastic stresses induced by the heating of the laser irradiated volume of the material [15,34]. 

Indeed, such structures were also observed by Talbi et al. in 1D patterns on the surface of TiO1.8 

irradiated by a femto-second laser, when the laser fluence exceeds a damage threshold related to the 

cracking phenomenon before the melting phase [36]. Finally, the HSFL structures (spatial period close 

to 130 nm) formed under the high laser energy dose conditions (see Figure 3.b2) are attributed to a self-

organization mechanism resulting from thermo-capillary and hydrodynamic instabilities as recently 

reported in the literature [35].  

For comparative reasons, we have performed laser irradiation on the YSZ samples coated with a 

metallic gold thin film of 20 nm. For a laser fluence (F = 250 mJ/cm2), we vary the number of pulses 

from 1 to 1000 shots. Firstly, strong ablation occurs for the Au/YSZ film at the first laser shot as shown 

by the nanometric particles dispersed on the surface (Figure 5.a). By increasing N up to 10 pulses, most 

of the gold nanoparticles are removed from the surface with some cracking and melting of the surface 

occurring (Figure 5.b). At N=100 shots (Fig. 5.c), LIPSS formation is initiated, and those become well 

organized and resolved for N =1000 shots (Fig. 5.d). These ripples are LSFL-like, perpendicular to the 

E polarization with a spatial period close to 250 nm. We propose that the presence of the thin metallic 

film (Au) on the surface of YSZ, has contributed to enhance the excitation of the surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs) surface waves to interfere with the incident laser beam, as supported by the Sipe 

electromagnetic model for LSFL formation [37-39]. This excitation enhances the regularity of LIPSS 

formation on YSZ.  It is noteworthy that we did not detect the appearance of NS structures for gold coated 

YSZ, as was the case for the GDC/YSZ system.  

 

 

Fig.5 SEM images showing the evolution of Au/YSZ surface morphology as a function of N, for F = 250 mJ/cm2. 

 

Indeed, the GDC dielectric layer is transparent at the wavelength used (355 nm), and therefore the 

laser photons will attack the surface of the YSZ substrate since the first laser pulse, which may explain 

the appearance of NS on YSZ just after complete removal of GDC. On the other hand, the mediated gold 

metallic layer will absorb the maximum laser photons. 
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2. Laser structuring of bare YSZ surfaces 

 

Figure 6 shows SEM images of different morphologies at different location of the bare YSZ surface, 

irradiated under static mode conditions with 500 shots at a fluence of 310 mJ/cm2. Compared to the 

fluence F = 250 mJ/cm2 applied to the YSZ surface assisted by a gold thin film, necessary for LIPSS 

formation, the fluence value used in the case of direct texturing on YSZ was increased by about 20%. 

Indeed, Wen et al [40] reported that the threshold fluence of uncoated sapphire was 56% greater compared 

to Au-coated sapphire. Figure 6 shows three different laser-matter interaction areas, depending on the 

Gaussian distribution of laser beam (indicated by the dotted red line): 

  Zone I: The central ablation region that receives the highest amount of energy (peak intensity), 

showing a hole resulting from the ablation of the YSZ material, with the formation of micro-spikes at the 

hole boundary.  

Zone II: Moving from the center to the edges, the intensity of the laser beam gradually decreases, 

we can assume that fusion of YSZ occurred with a texturing of the surface to form LIPSS (LSFL). 

Zone III: At the edges of the laser impact, the lower energy density generates local changes through 

annealing of the YSZ substrate. This surface heating modifies the topography of the YSZ surface with 

the formation of less resolved LSFL. 

 

 

Fig.6 SEM image showing the three regions of the laser pattern formed on YSZ surface in static mode for F = 310 

mJ/cm2 and N = 500: the white circle (ablation); the green box (melting); the red box (annealing); the black box 

(untreated sample of YSZ); as well as the yellow box showing the laser spot pattern on which we see the dotted 

line of the Gaussian profile of the picosecond laser beam of diameter 550 µm. 

In order to investigate the LIPSS formation domain directly on YSZ in static mode, the number of 

laser shots was varied between 100 and 1000 shots for two fluence values, 310 and 375 mJ/cm2. For F 

= 310 mJ/cm2, non-regular structures start to form on the YSZ surface, following the onset of local 

YSZ melting (Figure 7.a), but LSFL-like LIPSS are observed for 750 laser shots (Figure 7.b) with some 

local bifurcations appearing at the grain boundaries observed on the untreated YSZ sample. The large 

scale (micrometric) roughness of the YSZ grain morphology is preserved after laser texturing.  

By increasing N up to 1000, we can observe poorly organized HSFL structures, also perpendicular 

to the polarization E (Figure 7.c). Indeed, L. Parellada-Monreal et al [41] reported HSFL textures of 
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period 145 nm with an amplitude of about 100 nm, on a zinc oxide (ZnO) sample using a femto-second 

laser at 800 nm. On the other hand, if we increase F up to 375 mJ/cm2, the formation of LSFLs starts 

rather after 100 shots. This confirms that the key parameter for LIPSS formation is the applied energy 

density (F) (Figure 7.d). The formation of HSFL occurs likewise when the number N of pulses increases 

from 750 to 1000 pulses (Figures. 7.e and 7.f). 

 

Fig.7 SEM image showing the LIPSS formation in static mode by varying the number of pulses from 100 to 1000 

for two fluences F = 310 (a-c) and 375 mJ/cm2 (d-f). (g) AFM height image (5 x 5 µm2 size) for the HSFL condition 

presented in (f), and (h) showing the period and amplitude evolution of the generated LIPSS along a measurement 

profile (orange line). 

Figure 7.g shows an AFM image of the surface topography in static mode after laser irradiation of 

1000 pulses at a fluence of 375 mJ/cm2. The profile analysis confirms that the average spatial period 

of the LIPSS formed is about 136 nm (Fig. 7.h), in agreement with the SEM image presented in Fig.7.f 

and an amplitude of about 40 nm. 
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Fig.8 SEM images showing the LIPSS formation in static for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 20000. (b) represents the 

magnification (x3) of the SEM image presented in (a). 

In the case of a number of pulses N = 20000 at the same laser fluence (F = 310 mJ/cm2), elongated 

nano-spikes structures appear on top of the LSFL already formed on the YSZ surface, both of which 

are perpendicular to the polarization of the E laser beam, as shown in the figure 8. Based on SEM 

images, the size of these Nano-Spikes is found to vary between 0.8 and 1 µm (Figure 8.a), while the 

approximate spatial period of LSFLs is about 240 nm (Figure 8.b) [42]. 

The energy of a picosecond laser photon at 355 nm is 3.5 eV, which is much lower than the value of 

the YSZ band gap (5.8 eV), so it excludes the phenomenon of photoionization. Therefore, the YSZ 

substrate will not be ionized under the effect of few pulses laser regime, which explains the formation of 

LSFL for N>100, as a result of laser shots accumulation effects [43]. 

 

Large surface LIPSS formation on the YSZ substrate was investigated under scanning mode 

conditions for a laser fluence of 310 mJ/cm2 at different scanning speed from 30 to 6 μm/s. For example, 

for a velocity of 6 μm/s, the effective number of pulses " Neff ", which is of the order of 4500 shots, is 

well outside the range of pulse values applied in the static mode (100 < N < 1000). 

 

Table-1: Neff versus scanning speed VX applied for YSZ layer processing. 

VX 

(µm/s) 

*Nx = D.f /VX 

(D = 550 µm; f = 10 Hz) 

**NY = D /ΔY 

(ΔY = 100 µm) 

Neff = Nx . NY 

(pulses) 

30        184         5 920 

20        275         5 1375 

15        367         5 1835 

6                          917         5 4585 
* NX Effective number of pulses in X direction 
** NY Effective number of pulses in Y direction 

 

In Table 1, we report the different values of pulses NX, NY and Neff, for each scanning speed VX. It 

can be noted that, the lower speed, the higher effective number, or in other words, the longer irradiation 

time of the laser beam. The objective is to structure a square of 4x4 mm2. The effective number Neff ≈ 

900 shots, which corresponds to the velocity VX = 30 µm/s, is likely to be almost correlated with what 

was observed in static mode for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 750 shots (see Figure 7.b). With this condition 

shown in Figure 9.a, we observe periodic structures (LIPSS) on the YSZ surface. Going to a scanning 

speed of VX = 20 μm/s (Neff ≈ 1375), these ripples would become more regular since the energy dose 
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absorbed by the YSZ surface increased with the lowering of the velocity. For VX = 15 μm/s (Figure 9.c), 

material ablation due to the intense laser beam becomes more severe.  On the other hand, an excessive 

decrease in scanning speed, accompanied by a significant rise in the YSZ surface temperature that 

exceeds the boiling temperature of YSZ, can lead to a phenomenon of complete evaporation of YSZ layer 

(thickness 8 μm). Thus, we managed to find a range of parameters (F and VX), to reproduce LIPSS in 

scanning mode to structure large-scale surfaces up to several mm2. 

 

Fig. 9 SEM images showing the scanning conditions applied on the YSZ surface for F = 310 mJ/cm2. 

 

An interesting phenomenon has been observed, when we irradiated YSZ with the picosecond laser 

beam at relatively higher fluences, F = 625 mJ/cm2, and VX = 0,1 mm/s, is a darkening (or blackening) 

effect [44] [45] as observed at the macroscopic scale on our sample i.e. the green surface color of YSZ 

is transformed into dark gray (Figure 10.a). According to Pereira et al. [46] and the work of Guo et al 

[47] this darkening effect could also be due to the loss of oxygen on the surface during laser irradiation. 

 

Fig. 10 (a) The blackening effect on the YSZ patterned by the picosecond laser beam at 355 nm, F = 625 mJ/cm2 and 

VX = 0,1 mm/s, (b) SEM image showing the appearance of micro-spikes upon the ablated YSZ surface and (c) the 

magnification (x2) of the SEM image presented in (b). The black squares (A and B) indicate the two DRX measurement 

points for the untreated and treated area of YSZ respectively. 

In terms of morphology, this modification of the appearance is due to the formation of micro-Spikes on 

the laser structured YSZ surface having a size ranging from 1 to 4 µm, as shown in Figures 10.b and 10.c. 
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On the other hand, this color variation has been noticed by Pereira [46] for several lasers textured YSZ 

samples (micro-grains, micro-cracks, etc.) for fluence ranging from 212 to 424 J/cm2 and scanning speeds 

varying between 15 and 50 mm/s. On the cross-sectional SEM image of the textured YSZ (Figure 11), we 

can see that about half of YSZ thickness is ablated from the adjacent Ni-YSZ surface, confirming that the 

ablation threshold is reached at the high laser fluences leading to spike formation. Actually, the surface 

temperature increased to the evaporation temperature of the YSZ which explains the partial removal of the 

surface. 

 

Fig.11 SEM image showing the cross section of YSZ material after laser texturing at F = 625 mJ/cm2, VX = 0.1 mm/s 

and ΔY = 0,1 mm. 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed using the θ-2θ method on two areas of the 

YSZ sample: Zone A (untreated) and Zone B (laser irradiated) to investigate the detected crystal phases. 

From the X-ray absorption coefficients of Y, Zr and O, we can estimate that 90% of the diffracted signal 

results from the 10-15 first micro-meters of YSZ surface. The observed crystallized phases are: Yttrium 

Stabilized Zirconia Y0.15Zr0.85O1.93 (or 8YSZ), with a cubic phase a = 0.514 nm and face-centered-cubic 

phase of Nickel Oxide (NiO). For the untreated zone A, YSZ was predominant with a small trace of 

NiO (Figure 12.a). The position of the diffraction peaks is weakly shifted (0.1° approximately) towards 

the small angles, reflecting a lattice parameter (a=0.516 nm) slightly higher than that expected for the 

8YSZ phase (a=0.514 nm). The film is well crystallized: The Full Width at Half Maximum “FWHM” 

is low (0.076°) indicating an average crystallite size of about 150 nm. However, for the zone B treated 

by laser, both YSZ and NiO were detected Figure 12.b. 
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Fig.12 X-Ray Diffractometry on the YSZ film for both areas: untreated zone (a) and textured zone (b). 

Y0.15Zr0.85O1.93 (8YSZ) material was retrieved from the database JCPDS file# 00-030-1468, and NiO from the 

database file# 00-047-1049. 

 

The FWHM of the diffraction peaks is larger for the (111) YSZ peak, the FWHM is 0.166° which 

correspond to an average crystallite size of about 50 nm. Therefore, the darkening effect induced a lower 

YSZ crystallinity, i.e. a kind of disorder of the material. The position of the YSZ peaks is significantly 

shifted towards high angles. Indeed, the peak (111) is slightly shifted from 29.99° (before laser 

structuring) to 30.08° (after treatment), and the laser texturing induces a decrease of the lattice parameter 

of YSZ. Therefore, to maintain the microstructure of the YSZ required for the application, we should use 

laser fluences well below 625 mJ/cm2. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, we report on the fabrication of regular nanostructures on YSZ coatings and the 

feasibility to form LIPSS on microscale undulating YSZ surface via two experimental approaches: the 

first one consists in laser structuring of YSZ mediated through a thin film (dielectric "GDC" or metallic 

"Au"), while the second involves the direct structuring of a bare YSZ surface under static and scanning 

modes. The purpose of comparing the two laser structuring methods is to investigate the most regular 

LIPSS morphology that gives us a better increase in the specific surface area of the YSZ electrolyte 

exchange surface in solid oxide electrolyte cell (SOEC) applications. On the other hand, the formation 

of new structures like Nano-squares (NS) on YSZ by means of GDC thin film, can significantly increase 

the specific surface based on the geometrical model mentioned in our previous article cited in ref.32.  

Firstly, in the mediated texturing of YSZ through a GDC oxide thin film, we have observed nano-

squares structures on the YSZ surface after the complete ablation of GDC, under static mode for F = 310 

mJ/cm2, N = 1000 at the edges of laser spot (FEdges = 150 mJ/cm2). These NS (with a size of 250x250 
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nm2) resulted from thermo-elastic stresses induced by laser irradiation. Other HSFL structures, 

perpendicular to laser polarization, are observed at the center of the laser spot, and attributed to self-

organization phenomena due to the accumulation effect of a high number of shots (N = 1000). These 

structures have a spatial period of about 120 nm. Uniform LSFL perpendicular to the laser beam 

polarization were formed on the YSZ substrate due to the excitation of the surface plasmon polaritons 

(SPP) waves. In the second part of the work, namely the case of laser irradiation of the bare YSZ surface, 

LSFL and HSFL structures were observed with an average spatial period measured for the thus-obtained 

HSFL is ~ 140 nm with an amplitude of 40 nm. We have also succeeded in reproducing LSFL on YSZ 

under scanning mode. Then, we have detected a darkening effect on YSZ samples, where micro-spikes 

microstructures are formed (size ~ 1 µm) for fluences exceeding 600 mJ/cm2. Finally, XRD 

measurements demonstrated a slightly lower crystallinity of the laser irradiated YSZ material compared 

to the untreated YSZ surface. 
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Figure 1: SEM image showing the transverse section of the untreated YSZ material. 

 

Figure 2: Schematics of indirect (a) and direct (b) structuring approaches for YSZ material. 

 

Figure 3: SEM images showing the comparison of the indirect texturing of YSZ at F = 125 

mJ/cm2 and N = 50 (a) and F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 1000 (b) laser energy dose. The green box 

(b1) corresponds to the edges and the red box (b2) corresponds to the center of laser spot 

presented in (b). 

 

Figure 4: AFM images show the topography of YSZ substrate after GDC ablation at low and 

high energy doses that’s correspond: (a) Fig.3-a at F = 125 mJ/cm2 and N = 50; (b) Fig.3-b1 

and (c, d, e) Fig.3-b2 for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 1000; (e) shows the evolution of the period 

and amplitude of HSFL structures generated along a measurement profile. 

 

 Figure 5: SEM images showing the evolution of Au/YSZ surface morphology as a function of 

N, for F = 250 mJ/cm2. 

 

 Figure 6: SEM image showing the three regions of the laser pattern formed on YSZ surface in 

static mode for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 500: the white circle (ablation); the green box (melting); 

the red box (annealing); the black box (untreated sample of YSZ); as well as the yellow box 

showing the laser spot pattern on which we see the dotted line of the Gaussian profile of the 

picosecond laser beam of diameter 550 µm. 

 

 Figure 7: SEM image showing the LIPSS formation in static mode by varying the number of 

pulses from 100 to 1000 for two fluences F = 310 (a-c) and 375 mJ/cm2 (d-f). (g) AFM image 

for the HSFL condition presented in (f), and (h) showing the period and amplitude evolution of 

the generated LIPSS along a measurement profile (orange line). 

 

 Figure 8: SEM images showing the LIPSS formation in static for F = 310 mJ/cm2 and N = 

20000. (b) represents the magnification (x3) of the SEM image presented in (a). 

 

Figure 9: SEM images showing the scanning conditions applied on the YSZ surface for F = 

310 mJ/cm2 by using the picosecond laser beam at 355 nm (f=10 Hz). 

 

 Figure 10: (a) The blackening effect on the YSZ patterned by the picosecond laser beam at 355 

nm at F = 625 mJ/cm2 and VX = 0,1 mm/s, (b) SEM image showing the appearance of micro-

spikes upon the ab-lated YSZ surface and (c) the magnification (x2) of the SEM image 

presented in (a). The two small black squares (A and B) indicate the two DRX measurement 

points for the untreated and treated area of YSZ respectively. 

 

Figure 11: SEM image showing the cross section of YSZ material after laser texturing for F = 
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625 mJ/cm2, VX=0.1mm/s and ΔY=0,1 mm. 

 

 Figure 12: X-Ray Diffractometry on the YSZ film for both areas: untreated zone (a) and 

textured zone (b). 
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